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Purpose: To explore patients’ preferred treatment outcomes during their first two years with rheumatoid arthritis (RA).

Patients and Methods: A qualitative, longitudinal, multicenter study with interviews at two time points was performed in Sweden. Individual interviews were conducted at time point 1 with 31 patients with RA, defined as disease duration of ≤1 year and treatment for 3–7 months. Seven focus group interviews and five individual interviews were conducted at time point 2 with 22 patients 12–20 months after treatment initiation. The interviews were analyzed using the Qualitative Analysis Guide of Leuven. A core category with four related concepts emerged.

Results: The core finding of patient-preferred treatment outcomes was “mastering a new life situation”. Patients preferred to experience control of the disease by controlling the symptoms and by experiencing absence of disease. To experience autonomy by regaining former activity level, experiencing independence, and being empowered was another preferred outcome. Patients preferred to regain identity through being able to participate, experience well-being, and regain former self-image. To experience joy in everyday life through vitality and believing in the future was another preferred outcome. Patients’ preferences developed over time from the acute phase of controlling the symptoms and wanting to return to the life they lived prior to diagnosis, to a more preventive way of self-management and empowerment to master the new life situation.

Conclusion: The patients’ preferred treatment outcomes during the first two years with RA were to master their new life situation and changed from a preference to return to a life lived prior disease onset, to a preference of living with quality of life, despite RA. This study increases the understanding of patients’ preferred treatment outcomes in the early disease course and can be a foundation for tailoring interventions to be more person-centered and to improve long-term treatment outcomes.
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Introduction

Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a chronic, systemic, inflammatory joint disease and is the most common inflammatory rheumatic disease. The prevalence of RA is 0.5–1%/1 and the female to male ratio is three to one. The prevalence increases with age and is highest in women older than 65 years, but people of all ages can be affected.2 Morning stiffness, symmetric arthritis, fatigue, and general illness are...
common symptoms of RA affecting functioning and quality of life. The etiology is unknown, but both genetic and environmental causes affect the risk of getting RA, and having a first degree relative with RA is the strongest known risk factor for developing the disease. Treatment consists of conventional or biological disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs (DMARDs) with the primary goal of suppressing disease activity and achieving remission or low disease activity. Other important goals of the treatment are to improve health-related quality of life through suppressed inflammation, control of the symptoms, prevention of disabilities, normalization of function, and the possibility for participating in work and leisure. Early treatment is important to achieve disease control and 40–50% of the patients who receive treatment within six months from disease onset will reach low disease activity or remission. Living with RA can affect the emotional and social aspects of life and patients can experience a struggle to cope with and master the illness.

Patients experience unmet needs such as pain and fatigue, despite effective pharmacological treatment. The integration of patients’ preferences has been advocated into the assessment of treatment in order to be able to satisfy these “unmet needs” and to improve the quality of care for patients with RA. Smolen et al recommend that shared decision-making between healthcare professionals and the patient should be incorporated and integrating patients’ preferences into daily practice can lead to better health outcomes in terms of adherence and satisfaction. Moreover, shared decision-making contributes to a more equal relationship between the patient and healthcare professionals that can strengthen safety, participation, and independence for the patients. The importance of taking patients’ values and preferences into account in shared decision-making about care and treatment outcomes are highlighted in both the international treatment guidelines for RA and the European recommendations for the role of the nurse in the management of chronic inflammatory arthritis and should be used by all healthcare professionals in the treatment of RA.

Research shows that patients with an established RA prefer the treatment to reduce symptoms, increase independence and well-being, and provide an increased quality of life. Patients’ preferences might not be the same, early in the disease course of a chronic disease as in established disease. However, research about patient preferences in the first years of RA is scarce. It is thus important to explore patients’ preferences of treatment outcomes when a person has recently been diagnosed with a chronic disease such as RA to be able to implement shared decision making. The objective of this study was thus to explore patients’ preferred treatment outcomes during the first two years with RA.

**Patients and Methods**

**Design**

This qualitative study has an explorative, longitudinal, and multicenter design with an inductive approach and was conducted in collaboration with a patient research partner. The present study was part of the European Qualitative research project on Patient-preferred outcomes in Early Rheumatoid Arthritis (EQPERA) and presents the Swedish findings. Patients’ preferences and experiences may change in a rapidly evolving chronic disease why a longitudinal qualitative design was chosen.

**Participants**

Patients from two rheumatology clinics in the southern part of Sweden were purposively invited to participate in the study. The clinics were situated in four different cities, representing both university hospitals and regional rheumatology specialist outpatient clinics, and offered the same standardized care. The inclusion criteria were: a diagnosis of RA according to the American College of Rheumatology/European League Against Rheumatism 2010 criteria, disease duration of ≤ 1 year, DMARDs treatment for 3–7 months, ≥18 years of age and to be able to speak, read and write the Swedish language. Thirty-one patients participated in individual interviews at the first time point (T₁), and 22 of these were willing to participate in a focus group or individual interviews at the second time point (T₂). The sociodemographic data of the participants are presented in Table 1. Patients in the present study were treated according to standard clinical practice with early treatment, which followed the National Pharmacological Guidelines and met the multidisciplinary team after six weeks on DMARD treatment. Five patients at T₁ and three patients at T₂ participated in the Nordstar study, a Nordic randomized study of early treatment comparing methotrexate and prednisolone to combinations of methotrexate and a biologic DMARD.

Patients were invited to participate in the present study by their rheumatologist or by a nurse at their rheumatology clinic. Further information about the study was then given by the first or the last author (EL or IL).
Data Collection
The data collection took place during 2017–2018. The interview guides, based on the EQPERA study protocol, included predefined topics with open-ended questions. All the questions related to the aim of the study; patients’ preferences of treatment outcomes. Questions such as “Can you describe how your RA affects your life?”, “Which outcomes of your RA and antirheumatic treatment are important for you at this moment?”, “Which expectations did you have about your antirheumatic treatment at the start of treatment?” and “To what extent do the expectations you had at the start of your treatment match your current expectations?”. The reason for selecting individual interviews at T1 was to create a safe environment for the participants to share their opinions and experiences in the new situation of living with a chronic disease. Focus groups were considered preferable at T2 for helping the

### Table 1 Participant Demographic, Clinical, and Self-Reported Health Characteristics Grouped by Interview Time Point

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Participants T1</th>
<th>Participants T2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of participants (n)</strong></td>
<td>31</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Site of recruitment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional rheumatology specialist outpatient clinic</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University hospital</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Individual interviews (patients, n)</strong></td>
<td>31</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Focus group interviews (patients, n)</strong></td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female/Male (n)</td>
<td>22/9</td>
<td>15/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age years</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (Range)</td>
<td>56 (38–80)</td>
<td>57 (42–81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disease Duration (Months)</strong></td>
<td>5 (3-9)</td>
<td>18 (12-21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dmard Treatment Duration (Months)</strong></td>
<td>5 (3-7)</td>
<td>17 (12-20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Current RA treatment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>csDMARDs</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bDMARDs</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discontinued treatment</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Civil Status (n)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-habiting/Living alone</td>
<td>27/4</td>
<td>19/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education Level (n)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary School/Secondary/University</td>
<td>8/15/8</td>
<td>5/11/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Employment (n)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed/Student/Unemployed/Retired</td>
<td>14/1/3/13</td>
<td>12/0/0/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NRS Pain (mm)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (Range)</td>
<td>27 (0-70)</td>
<td>20 (0-50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NRS General Health (mm)</strong></td>
<td>26 (0-80)</td>
<td>25 (0-95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NRS Fatigue (mm)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (Range)</td>
<td>30 (0-95)</td>
<td>40 (0-100)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** * during the past week, ranging from 0 (best) to 100 (worst).

**Abbreviations:** csDMARD(s), conventional synthetic Disease-Modifying Anti-Rheumatic drug; bDMARD, biological Disease-Modifying Anti-Rheumatic drug.
patients’ exchange perspectives and experiences. Individual interviews were optional at T2 if it was preferred by the patient. All the interviews were digitally recorded and transcribed verbatim.

T1 took place 3–7 months after DMARD treatment initiation during 2017–2018. The time point was chosen to collect the patients’ earliest views after getting the diagnosis. The individual interviews were conducted by the first or the last author (EL or IL). Face-to-face, semi-structured interviews were conducted at the rheumatology clinic or in the patients’ homes. The individual interviews at T1 lasted between 16 and 127 minutes with a median of 43 minutes.

T2 took place 12–20 months after DMARD treatment initiation during 2018 when pharmacological treatment was supposed to be settled. Seventeen patients participated in seven focus groups with two-three participants in each group. Five patients were interviewed individually at T2. The focus group interviews were conducted by the first author (EL), with the last author (IL) observing group interactions and taking notes. Focus group interviews took place at the rheumatology clinics and lasted between 54 and 110 minutes with a median of 78 minutes. The individual interviews at T2 were performed by the first author (EL), at the rheumatology clinic or on the phone depending on the patients’ wishes. The individual interviews at T2 lasted between 20 and 58 minutes with a median of 35 minutes.

Data Analysis
Interviews at both time points were analyzed using a constant comparison method according to the Qualitative Analysis Guide of Leuven (QUAGOL). QUAGOL is a 10-step analysis guide where transcripts were read repeatedly to grasp their essential information. There is a process of constant comparison between the authors’ interpretation and the patient’s story. The first five steps are a preparation of the coding process and the last five steps are where the coding starts. Fragments were coded and grouped into potential concepts and the final coding process took place in the qualitative software, NVivo 12 plus (QSR International, London, UK). The analysis was made individually by the first author (EL) in close collaboration with the last author (IL) and frequently discussed within the interdisciplinary research group involving a patient research partner (MN) during the process. As recommended in QUAGOL, the interdisciplinary teamwork optimized the process of conceptualization and provided a nuanced understanding of the data, and a consensus from the coding process was finally reached. Saldana’s guiding questions for analyzing longitudinal data were adopted for the longitudinal analysis. The 16 guiding questions help the researcher to stay focused on changes over time, descriptive questions to describe the changes and analytic questions to guide the researcher to richer levels of interpretations and analysis.

Results
The patient-preferred treatment outcomes in the first two years of RA were to mastering a new life situation, which entailed the patients wanting to be able to cope with the disease and not wanting to be restricted by the disease in any way. The patients’ preferences developed from an acute need for help to reestablish and master their life situation at T1 to a more resilient way of mastering the new life situation by themselves at T2. The core category “Mastering a new life situation” included four concepts; experiencing control of the disease, experiencing autonomy, regaining identity, and experiencing joy in everyday life.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core Category</th>
<th>Mastering a New Life Situation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concepts</td>
<td>Experiencing control of the disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-concepts</td>
<td>Controlling the symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experiencing absence of disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Believing in the future</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
life and ten sub-concepts (Table 2). The concepts described below are illustrated by quotes from T1 and T2.

To Experience Control of the Disease
A patient-preferred treatment outcome was to experience control of the disease, by controlling the symptoms and experiencing an absence of disease. Controlling physical symptoms were rather less emphasized over time as a preferred treatment outcome if the pharmacological treatment had been effective, and the symptoms were less bothering. Experiencing an absence of disease became more multifaceted over time because the patients also had experiences of different non-pharmacological treatment strategies to control the disease and to master the new life situation.

Controlling the Symptoms
Patients described that pain, swollen joints, and joint stiffness had a major impact on health and quality of life at T1, and they requested acute help to control the symptoms in order to take control of the disease. They were more nuanced about controlling the symptoms at T2. If the patients had experienced a flare with major physical disabilities, they still requested help to control the symptoms. However, the physical symptoms were generally not as highly prioritized as previously. The patients described a desire for stable low disease activity at T2 and had become reconciled with the diagnosis and tried to master the new life situation as long as the disease did not deteriorate.

“But then I hope that I notice it [RA] as little as possible, that it should not affect my everyday life” (Male, 42 years old, T1)

Fatigue was spoken of due to pain or age at T1, but the patients did not refer to fatigue as a symptom of the disease or as a side effect to pharmacological treatment. However, fatigue was perceived as overwhelming and a major symptom that was hard to control at T2. Fatigue became more distressing while other symptoms were suppressed by effective pharmacotherapy. Patients even described a preference for physical symptoms such as pain rather than experiencing fatigue, because they felt that physical symptoms were easier to cope with in experiencing control of the disease. Fatigue was limiting and difficult to master.

“It feels like I can sleep 26 hours in a day, I am that tired. It’s something that I suffer from, very very much” (Female, 42 years old, T2)

Experiencing Absence of Disease
Absence of disease was expressed as not being reminded of the disease at T1. The patients expected an effective pharmacological treatment to be able to control the disease and to master the new life situation. They preferred less medication at both time points, and the first feelings of gratitude for the effective pharmacological treatment slightly changed to a growing fear of side-effects of the drugs at T2. They described an unsatisfactory bond to the drugs and wanted to gradually be free from medication. Furthermore, the pharmacological treatment increased the feeling of illness and the pills were associated with the dissatisfying feeling of being a patient.

Fewer side effects from pharmacological treatment was a major expectation of treatment outcome at T2. The treatment was expected to improve the health and quality of life and not cause more or new problems. Patients spoke of how they adapted their lives to comply with drug administration and side effects, which had been a greater concern at T2 compared to T1.

“Get started now so it won’t get any worse. Try to dampen it. Try to stop it in some way. Although it’s not possible to stop it, try to put it in the box” (Female, 56 years old, T1)

“Yes, it reminds me that I’m sick. If I take that pill, it’s because I have this [RA], that’s how it is” (Female, 73 years old, T2)

Effective non-pharmacological treatment was preferred at T2, including physiotherapy, occupational therapy, nursing care, and counselling. The patients had experienced positive health effects by using non-pharmacological treatments and highlighted these treatment modalities to control the disease and to experience the absence of disease. Furthermore, engaging in physiotherapy or occupational therapy contributed to the possibility of meeting other patients and learning from each other. The support and guidance from experienced healthcare professionals were expressed as an important part of the treatment to control the disease and master the new life situation.

“Physical joy, you feel better overall. Because that’s how it is when we go and exercise, it helps a lot for the pain too. The pain is reduced a lot” (Female, 56 years old, T2)

Experiencing Autonomy
Experiencing autonomy was a preferred treatment outcome in order to master a new life situation, and included regaining former activity levels, experiencing independence, and being
empowered. The patients’ preference to regain former activity levels remained over time. The preferred outcome of experiencing independence decreased over time while the importance of being empowered increased.

Regaining Former Activity Levels
Patients preferred to regain former activity levels with no physical limitations from the disease. Patients performed activities in a different way at T1 as prior to the onset of RA due to restricted function. Retired patients described a more adaptive way of living, being able to rest when they experienced bad days while patients with a more fixed schedule were more troubled and experienced problems in keeping up with their regular tasks. The patients described an adaption to the fact that everything takes a longer time to perform. They were eager to be able to perform activities of daily living and to regain their physical activity, which led to feelings of autonomy.

"To me, it felt like I was a prisoner in my own body. (…) you are trapped in yourself so to say. That’s why you become, I was really sad” (Female, 57 years old, T2)

The fear of physical restrictions was no longer as present at T2, but not be limited in any way was still an important treatment outcome. They had gained knowledge and had a strong desire to adapt to a healthy lifestyle in order to experience autonomy. The patients had positive experiences of physical activity at T2 and were motivated to do physical exercise: they found an association between improved strength and less fatigue, and between exercise and decreased pain and depression. Exercise generally increased their quality of life.

"One consequence of my illness is that I have become healthier, health is more in focus, I think more and more about my, working out is the hardest part, but it’s what I do, which I feel best from” (Male, 58 years old, T2)

The patients’ preferences at both time points were to be able to work and to maintain their economic standard. Being on sick leave affected their financial situation, which in turn limited plans for the future and their everyday life and thus also their autonomy. This led to feelings of unease, not only for the patient but for the whole family, and had to be considered while mastering the new life situation.

Experiencing Independence
Experience independence was an important part of autonomy. Patients described at T1 a sense of desperation to experience the same level of independence as prior to the RA onset. They expressed an unwillingness to use mobility aids, or assistive tools, as well as to ask for help or assistance from others due to their limited abilities. The patients described a fear of living a life being dependent on others and not being able to fend for themselves. Everyday life was described at T2 as being easier and not as restricted as they had feared at T1 due to the experience that they could live without help from others. Experiencing independence was thus not prioritized as a treatment outcome to the same degree.

“Yeah, get by myself. Don’t have to rely on anyone. That’s my freedom” (Female, 68 years old, T1)

Being Empowered
A patient-preferred treatment outcome was being empowered and thus experiencing autonomy. There was a need for knowledge about the disease and treatment at T1, and living in uncertainty affected their possibility of mastering the new life situation. There was a need to accept the diagnosis and know how to cope with RA at T1, while at T2 the patients described that it was difficult to accept RA and that it was like a process ofconciliation in how to be empowered in order to master the disease and cope with the symptoms through self-management. The need for knowledge and comfort was an even more preferred treatment outcome at T2. Patients requested increased confidence in their abilities to feel empowered, which they gained through knowledge that helped them to master the new life situation.

"But, if you know what it is, then you can handle it in a completely different way than when you do not know what it is. Because then, you get worried in a completely different way when you don’t know why you are in pain. I know that it is why, yes, but I can take my painkillers, so, I know it will be reduced, and you can handle that pain in a different way then” (Female, 41 years old, T1)

Regaining Identity
The patients’ preferred treatment outcome was to regain identity by being able to participate, experiencing well-being, and regaining former self-image. Patients preferred to participate in different life situations as they had done prior to the RA diagnosis. This was important at both time points in order to regain one’s identity. A focus on emotional well-being and self-image became more important to master the new life situation with RA over time.
Being Able to Participate

Being able to participate was an important treatment outcome since RA restricted the patients’ ability to interact socially and to manage different life roles. The patients avoided participating in social situations due to pain or fatigue and they avoided making plans because they feared having to cancel the plans at T1. The onset of RA affected their relationships with everyone they knew, which also affected their spouses’ social life. The patients described the limitation in social interactions at T2 as being of similar importance as at T1 and they preferred to regain their former identity.

“Life isn’t fun for the person you live with either. My husband felt very lonely himself and it was not fun for him either” (Female, 57 years old, T2)

Being able to participate also included workability, which was a treatment outcome that affected the possibility to master the new life situation. Patients described that they evaluated the effectiveness of the treatment at T1 through their workability, and if they could work, the disease was deemed to be under acceptable control. Some patients had changed jobs and some still experienced difficulties at work at T2.

“For my part, when you have so many years left to work, it’s stressful if you really can, I only have a basic school education and I started working already physically when I was young. Will I be able to cope?” (Female, 48 years old, T2)

Work was mentioned at both time points but sometimes work affected the ability to perform housework and to participate in leisure activities, since they were too tired after a working day to do something else. Participation in work was, however, important for their identity and great efforts were made to master the new life situation.

Experiencing Well-being

Experiencing emotional well-being and thus regaining one’s identity was an important treatment outcome in order to master the new life situation at both time points. Emotional well-being was influenced by concerns about the future and was described in terms of unintentional changes in life due to RA, feelings of misery and uncertainty about disabilities and future health, work, and everyday life. Patients experienced initial relief and gratitude for being helped and diagnosed at T1, and described a variety of positive feelings and depressed mood, anxiety, fear, and grief over having a diagnosis of a chronic disease. Patients were more anxious and frustrated at T2, which affected their ability to regain their identity. Some described a transition from hope to despair and they experienced a low point after a good phase. Their emotional well-being was influenced by increased depressed mood and frustration despite their physical symptoms being under better control. Uncertainty about the future created great concern and had a negative impact on emotional well-being as well as their identity.

“I’ve been really sad. I’ve felt like I’m not the same person” (Female, 38 years old, T1)

Regaining Former Self-Image

Patients preferred to regain their self-image as it was prior to the onset of RA in order to recapture their identity and master the new life situation. They preferred not to be seen or identified as a sick person. Patients experienced a change of self-image at T1 due to their inability to participate in a social context in comparison with how it was prior to the onset of RA. Family and friends had talked about that the patients’ behavior and mannerisms had changed, and the patients described restrictions in fulfilling life roles that impacted on their quality of life. They feared not being able to recapture their professional persona. Their profession was closely related to their identity, which was important to maintain. Patients described a disliked calmer lifestyle with a changed social life and/or work and changed identity at T2.

“I tried to work, study, be a mother, be a wife, but I couldn’t do anything” (Female, 44 years old, T2)

The patients experienced a changed self-image and self-esteem when RA affected physical appearance. Patients were frustrated by hair loss, development of weak nails, and weight gain/loss due to side-effects of the pharmacological treatment or because they were not able to continue an active lifestyle at T1. The physical appearance was important for the patients but at the same time, they experienced a lack of empathy and understanding from people around them when the disease lacked visible attributes. Not being reminded of the disease and physical side effects were major issues affecting the identity. Self-image was still an important outcome at T2, and patients expressed a desire not to look sicker than they were, and that RA should not be visible. Some patients preferred to have pain than having hair loss and had thus discontinued the treatment.

“Above all, it’s that I shouldn’t lose my hair. Oh God, what I’m nagging about my hair. It’s just that it’s the top priority for me right now. (...) When I feel that I almost
Experiencing Joy in Everyday Life

Experiencing joy in everyday life was a preferred treatment outcome and included experiencing vitality and believing in the future. Experiencing joy in everyday life became more important over time for patients in order to master the new life situation. Patients were most satisfied with the treatment outcomes and expressed feelings of hope and belief in the future at T1, while at T2 their preferred treatment outcome was expressed as an increased desire to experience vitality through enthusiasm, energy, good sleep, and good spirits.

Experiencing Vitality

Symptoms of the disease such as pain and fatigue together with experiencing physical disabilities affected temper, patience, enthusiasm, and the possibility to enjoy everyday life at both time points. It also drained their energy and affected sleep. The patients described a need to rest during the day, which led to poor sleep during the night and difficulties in mastering the new life situation.

“You lose your desire. Simply, when you’re sick. You lose your lust for life and you lose the desire to … hang out and to … yes. Life loses its meaning simply” (Female, 56 years old, T1)

The effective treatment reduced pain and vitality and joy in everyday life was regained at T2, which together contributed to an increased ability to master the new life situation with RA. A positive attitude, good spirits, and joy in everyday life was an important treatment outcome at T2. Concerns about a restful sleep were more evident at T2 and patients described disturbed sleep as; sleeping too much, sleeping too little, waking up due to pain or falling asleep all the time, resulting in loss of vitality.

“...I’m much more tired and I feel powerless sometimes, and sometimes, in the middle of the day, I’m like a car running out of gas, it becomes a total stop” (Female, 74 years old, T2)

“...Why am I so tired? If there were any pills against it.” (Female, 45 years old, T2)

Believing in the Future

The patients sought to be hopeful, experience longevity, and to have a meaningful life, which was of importance in order to experience joy in everyday life. Hopefulness was described as having a positive way of thinking, and longevity was expressed as a fear of a shorter life and a desire to live a long life despite RA at T1. The patients felt more depressed at T2 and expressed a need for comfort and support from the healthcare professionals to believe in the future in order to master the new life situation. The importance of experiencing joy in everyday life was expressed at T2. The disease had aroused reflections about life and the importance of enjoying and utilizing life to master the new life situation.

“One consequence is that if it’s positive or negative I don’t know, but you get a reminder that you cannot live, that you are not healthy forever. So maybe you are taking more advantage of life, at least I’ve started to think like that.” (Female, 46 years old, T2)

Discussion

The core findings from the study are that patients’ preferred treatment outcome during the first two years with RA is to master the new life situation. Regardless of the time, patients with early RA had to master the new life situation after diagnosis and treatment initiation. The patients developed a more accepting and resilient state of mind with a focus on mastering the new life situation in the long-term perspective. The preferred treatment outcome changed from mastering the life situation with help from healthcare professionals to a desire for empowerment and self-management to master the life situation more independently. Recurring preferences were being able to experience a sense of freedom and being able to live without physical, mental, and social limitations. The patients were eager to return to the life they lived prior to the disease at the disease onset and treatment initiation. These results from patients with early RA are in line with previous studies among patients with established RA where preferred treatment outcomes were to minimize the personal impact of RA, regain health, and to live a normal life.21,23,24 Research into preferred treatment outcomes among patients with early RA is limited but results from the Belgian study in the EQPERA project revealed that patients with early RA strive to return to a normal life,26 which is similar to our results. Results from this study can help healthcare professionals to better understand the dynamic process of patients’ preferred treatment outcomes early in the disease process to prevent the development of unmet needs, increase patient...
satisfaction, and improve quality of care through tailored interventions to improve long-term treatment outcomes.

Fatigue was a symptom that was difficult to cope with for patients in the present study, and it became even more distressing over time when other symptoms were assuaged due to effective treatment. It is known from earlier studies that fatigue is a common symptom, which is difficult to control in patients with RA despite ongoing treatment. Fatigue affects psychosocial, physical, emotional aspects, and has a negative impact on health-related quality of life. Results from the longitudinal study of Belgian patients in the EQPERA project showed less fatigue over time, which is in contrast to our findings and perhaps implies a cultural difference.

Preferences for non-pharmacological treatment to control the disease emerged in the longitudinal perspective. Patients valued the early support from physiotherapists, occupational therapists, social workers, and nurses, and this positive experience was reinforced over time. This might have been influenced by the fact that they met the multidisciplinary team as part of the standard care at the clinic. Patients used treatment strategies from different healthcare professionals to be able to feel independent and empowered and gained positive health effects from those treatment modalities. Previous studies with patients with established RA have reported the importance of patient preferred continuity, easy access, and inter-personal relationships with healthcare professionals with good knowledge of RA. Patients with early RA in the present study also described an added value of interacting with other patients at the clinic during non-pharmacological treatment sessions. Emotional support through meetings with other patients is an important and positive effect of rehabilitation which should be taken into consideration in the development of care for patients with chronic diseases such as RA.

Patients tried to adopt a healthier lifestyle after being diagnosed with RA, for example, they tried to improve their level of physical activity to experience autonomy. Earlier studies have demonstrated that physical activity in patients with established RA may be understood as a resource for increased health and quality of life. A study of patients with early RA also concluded that awareness is a motivation to change patterns of physical ability in a positive way. Patients experienced a fear of being dependent early in the disease course, which reduced over time due to experiences of independence despite RA. The focus on self-management and empowerment to master the disease increased over time. Independence and self-management were crucial for patients, which is supported by findings from earlier studies that indicate the importance of being able to self-manage one’s household, social interactions, and to regain control and incorporate RA in life. Being independent and feeling empowered may improve adherence and support shared decision-making.

Mastering life with RA entails both mental and physical processes. Physical limitations may lead to new procedures, which can lead to a re-thinking of one’s identity. A previous study showed that patients with established RA also needed to accept changes in life and adjust to a new level of normality by incorporating RA into one’s identity, which underlines the present study’s result that patients need to adjust daily tasks in order to be able to master the new life situation. Patients also prefer to maintain their social interactions and to manage life roles when mastering the new life situation. Previous research shows that participation is to be experiencing a feeling of belonging, a feeling of inclusion, and of maintaining the patient’s self-image. In the present study, patients with early RA valued their professional persona, which underlines previous research showing that patients favor work and avoid social interactions if they have to choose. It is a challenge to balance personal life and work life and the struggle can impair the patients’ normal life-roles. To experience autonomy was also expressed in terms of the preference of maintaining an economic standard that remained over time. Being on sick leave affected the patients negatively both economically and in regard to their plans for the future. RA is associated with an economic burden for both the patients and society. Financial concerns in relation to patients with rheumatoid arthritis have previously been reported in a negative way. The patients in the present study expressed restrictions on physical and social participation that also affected their loved ones. The patients’ partners are vital for the patients’ disease management, but many have a psychosocial burden. Significant others also have to make adjustments, and the patient may feel that she/he has failed others and may be apprehensive about future activities.

Maintaining one’s physical appearance was a preference that increased over time. It was crucial that the disease should not affect the patients’ identity, and they resisted having a patient identity. Some patients even paused their treatment due to side-effects that affected their looks and character. Previous research has demonstrated a correlation between depression and the patient’s concerns about her/his appearance when living with RA, which is something that should be routinely assessed. Another study with patients with established RA addresses the difficulties of living with a deteriorating self-image and problems finding clothes and shoes due to deformities, which differs from concerns among
the patients in the present study about physical appearance early in the disease. The treatment of early RA has been more aggressive during the last decade with better long-term treatment outcomes thus generating differing patient preferences from those previously held, which highlights the significance of the study’s result. Patients in the present study expressed concerns about the future, emphasizing the need for support from healthcare professionals. Patients expressed a preference for experiencing energy and enthusiasm in everyday life and for having a meaningful life, summarized in the preference to experience joy in everyday life. Previous research underlines the uncertain life with RA that may unsettle the patients’ vision and plans for the future. It is important that healthcare professionals identify and consider the patients’ experiences of living with chronic conditions such as RA. Interventions that focus on the patients’ experiences of RA might help to facilitate the latter’s capacity to reevaluate the situation and live well with RA.51 Treatment goals may differ when healthcare professionals focus on inflammatory disease activity while the patient prefers other health-related personal treatment goals.38 A previous study demonstrated a challenge in the care of patients with early RA regarding the disagreement in physician-perceived and patient-perceived remission.56 Healthcare professionals also need to focus on the patient’s preferred treatment outcomes already from the start of the treatment, to improve shared decision-making, and improve patient care.57 We found that patients’ perspective might change during the first year of living with the disease, emphasizing the importance of shared decision-making in all stages of the disease. Implementing shared decision-making, a cornerstone in person-centered care is challenging and requires a commitment across the health care system.58 Most patients want to be more involved in decisions about their care, however, not all patients have the knowledge and the power to participate in shared decision-making. This imbalance between the patient and healthcare professionals needs to be acknowledged and dealt with early in the disease course.59

Methodological Considerations
Trustworthiness is defined according to the four criteria of credibility, dependability, confirmability, and transferability.60 Several strategies were used to verify the trustworthiness throughout the research process. Credibility was strengthened through the number of participants being interviewed at different clinics and when data saturation was reached. Dependability was strengthened by the fact that the research process is well described and all steps in the data analysis have been carefully reported. Quotes from the interviews were used to verify the findings. All the interviews began with the same question to ensure stability and had follow-up questions to avoid misunderstanding. A limitation could be the different durations of the interviews, 16–127 minutes at T1 is a wide variation. However, the interviews generated rich data both in terms of variation and depth. The interdisciplinary team discussions including a patient partner culminated in a broad view of the data with a consensus of the result, thus strengthening the dependability. To strengthen confirmability, both interviewers were rheumatology nurses and familiar with the subject area but attempted to remain open to all variations in experiences that emerged and were relevant to the aim and were not caregivers to the patients in the present study. It could be seen as both a strength and a limitation to have a pre-understanding. During the research process, the authors’ pre-understanding was discussed and critically reflected on in order to broaden our awareness of the risk of biased interpretation. In terms of transferability, the sample size can be regarded as sufficient for ensuring variations in the experiences of the same topic. Even if most of the patients were from a University hospital clinic the usual care and treatment strategy follows national and international guidelines. The findings can be transferable for other contexts with the same patient group and may also be of value to patients with other chronic diseases early in their disease course.

Conclusion
The patient-preferred treatment outcome after being diagnosed with RA was mastering a new life situation. Experiencing disease control and autonomy as well as regaining identity and joy in everyday life, were of importance when adapting to life with a chronic disease. In the early course of RA, patients’ preferences changed from one of a return to the life lived prior to the disease to one of living with a quality of life despite RA. These are meaningful findings and results from this study can help healthcare professionals to better understand the dynamic process of patients’ preferred treatment outcomes early in the disease process to prevent the development of unmet needs, increase patient satisfaction, and improve quality of care through tailored interventions to improve long-term treatment outcomes. These findings adhere well to the person-centered process within the person-centered framework.
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